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Abstract

During the last two decades, there has been a growing interest in locating extensive facil-
ities, such as paths, on networks. In this paper we study the median path problem without
restrictions on its length on the class of connected outerplanar graphs with equal weights
assigned to the edges and nonnegative weights associated to the vertices. We provide a O(kn)
time algorithm, where n is the number of vertices of the graph G and k is the number of
blocks in G. As a byproduct, we provide a linear time algorithm to find a median path with-
out restrictions on its length between two fixed vertices in a biconnected outerplanar graph.

Keywords: Path location, path median, biconnected outerplanar graphs.

1 Introduction

During the last two decades, there has been a growing interest in the developing of location models
on networks, with particular attention to the location of extensive facilities, such as paths or trees.
In almost all cases, the criteria used are the minsum criterion, according to which the sum of
the distances from all the vertices of the network to the facility is minimized, and the minimax
criterion, that is, the distance from the facility to the farthest vertex in the network is minimized.
The present paper investigates the problem of locating a path-shaped facility with the minsum
criterion without restrictions on the length of the path. Examples of such a problem include the
location of pipelines, evacuation routes, mass transit routes or routing a highway through a road
network, and public transit lines. An optimal path for this problem is also referred to as a median
path, thus, in the rest of the paper, we will refer to the problem under study as the Median Path
Problem (MPP).
In the literature MPP was widely studied when there is a restriction on the length of the path.
On general networks, this problem is NP-complete [5, 12, 3]. In particular, in [5] it is shown that
it is NP-Complete on planar graphs with vertex degree less than or equal to 5, while [3] provides
the same result on rectangular grid graphs. In [12] it is shown that the median path problem
with length at most equal to a given constant, is NP-hard on outerplanar graphs, but in [7] it is
actually shown that the same problem is NP-hard even on the class of cactus graphs. Nevertheless,
[12] provides a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for the solution of MPP with restricted length
on series-parallel graphs. If the graph is unweighted, the above algorithm has an overall time
complexity of O(n7 log n), where n is the number of vertices of the graph.
For MPP with restricted length on general networks different directions were investigated: in [7]
a metaheuristic approach was presented, while [2] suggests a branch-and-cut algorithm. Finally, a
number of papers have investigated the problem of locating median paths with restricted length
on trees and efficient polynomial time algorithms were provided (see, e.g., [1, 4, 5, 9, 11]).
Since also MPP (without restrictions on the length of the path) is NP-hard on general networks
[5], this problem was mainly studied on trees, too [10, 11, 13], while, to the best of our knowledge,
it has not been studied yet on networks with cycles.
In this paper we study MPP on the class of outerplanar graphs. Notice that, if we consider a
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biconnected outerplanar graph G, the solution is trivial, since a median path without restrictions
on the length is simply given by the path passing through all the vertices on the outercycle of G.
On the other hand, this is not true if we consider the case of finding a median path between two
fixed end vertices in a biconnected outerplanar graph. Actually, this will turn out to be a special
case of our more general problem for which we will provide an algorithm linear in the number of
vertices of the graph. In this paper we consider the more general class of connected outerplanar
graphs (or, simply, outerplanar graphs). Figure 1 shows an example of a connected outerplanar
graph that is not biconnected. In particular, we focus our attention on the case in which equal
weights are assigned to the edges of G, while nonnegative weights are associated to the vertices
of G. We show that for a given graph G with n vertices we can suitably decompose G into k
components and represent it by a tree, T , that we call representation tree of G. For solving MPP
in an outerplanar graph G we provide an algorithm with complexity O(kn).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some notation, defi-
nitions and some basic properties; Section 3 describes the preprocessing phase that is needed in
order to compute the basic quantities associated to the vertices and the edges of the graph, while
Section 4 provides the algorithm for solving MPP in an outerplanar graph. Section 5 provides
some concluding remarks and extensions.

2 Basic properties and definitions

Let G = (V,E) be an outerplanar graph, where V is the vertex set, |V | = n, and E is the edge set.
Here G is assumed to be finite, undirected, connected and without multiple edges or self-loops.
Suppose that a weight equal to one is assigned to each edge, and a nonnegative weight wv is as-
signed to each vertex v ∈ V . For any two vertices u and v, we define the distance d(u, v) between
u and v as the number of edges (length) of the shortest path between them in G. Given any path
P , the distance from u to P , d(u, P ), is the minimum among the distances from u to the vertices
in P . Given a path P , the distsum D(P ) of P is the sum of the weighted distances from all the
vertices of G to P , that is, D(P ) =

∑
u∈V wud(u, P ).

In this paper we study the following MPP:

Given a connected outerplanar graph G, find a path P ∗ in G such that D(P ∗) is a minimum w.r.t.
all the possible paths P in G.

Given a graph G, a vertex v is called cut vertex if removing v and all edges incident to
it disconnects G. A bridge is an edge of G whose removal increases the number of connected
components of G [6]. Notice that the end vertices of a bridge are cut vertices of G. A block is a
maximal subgraph of G with no cut vertices and a face is a chordless cycle of G. Notice that a
block may correspond to a face, or it may be composed by a set of faces.

An outerplanar graph G can be decomposed into blocks and bridges and it can be represented
by a tree T = (VT , ET ), where VT is the set of blocks and bridges of G. In the rest of the paper
we will denote by B both a block or bridge of G and the corresponding vertex of T . There is an
edge between two vertices of T if they share a cut vertex in G (see, Figure 1). We call T the
representation tree of G. We root T at any block H and we denote by TH the resulting rooted
tree. Following the usual notation in graph theory [6], given B �= H, the subtree of TH rooted
at B is denoted by TB and the set of its vertices by V (TB). A block of G that corresponds to a
leaf of T will be called leaf block. With respect to the representation tree T , we can state some
properties that characterize an optimal path P ∗ in an outerplanar graph.
Property 1 The end vertices of an optimal path P ∗ do not necessarily belong to a leaf block of
T (see, for example Figure 2).

Property 2 Suppose that an optimal path P ∗ ends in a block or a bridge B of G. Then, all the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) An outerplanar graph: one of its blocks is highlighted in boldface, while one of its
bridges is given by the edge with white end vertices. Both these end vertices are examples of cut
vertices. (b) The representation tree of G rooted at the block in boldface.

vertices of B belong to P ∗. In particular, if B is a bridge, it must contain a vertex having degree
1, and, thus, it must be a leaf of the representation tree T .

Notice that, after Property 2, an optimal path P ∗ never ends in a non-leaf bridge.
This property is straightforward since, if some vertices of a block B were not included in P ∗, then,
another path P could be obtained by including such vertices, thus obtaining D(P ) < D(P ∗), a
contradiction. The property trivially holds also for bridges.

After Properties 1 and 2, we know that, if G has more than one block, an optimal path P ∗ of
G starting at a block H and ending in a block B must include all the vertices of H and B. In
addition, due to the structure of G, P ∗ must extend out of H passing through a cut vertex. Thus,
given a graph G, the idea of the algorithm is the following. We root the representation tree T at
any block H and we visit TH top down, block by block in a BFS. order. At each block, the visit
proceeds face by face inside the block. Let u be a vertex belonging to a face f in a block B; then,
among all the paths starting from H and ending in u, we search for the one that minimizes the
distsum. We call such a path best path from H to u and we denote it and its distsum by PH(u)
and DH(u), respectively. To simplify our notation, when this does not cause any confusion, we
refer to PH(u) and DH(u) simply by P (u) and D(u), respectively. In order to find P ∗, among
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Figure 2: An outerplanar graph G with two faces and three bridges. Here the leaf blocks of the
corresponding representation tree are the left- and right-most bridges G. Suppose that each vertex
has weight equal to 1: the path in (a) has distsum equal to 2, while the path in (b) has distsum
equal to 4.

all the best paths PH(u) found for every possible H and u, we select the one with the minimum
distsum.

Consider TH and any block B �= H and let V (B) be the set of vertices of B. Denote by cB

the cut vertex that B shares with its parent in TH . We define cB as the source of B. Since B is a
biconnected outerplanar graph and all its vertices lie on the outercycle of B, it is always possible
to number clockwise the vertices of B in an increasing order such that the label equal to |V (B)| is
assigned to cB (see Figure 3). Suppose that FB is the number of faces in B. It is also possible to
assign a number f , f = 1, ..., FB , to the faces of B such that cB ∈ FB and each face f is adjacent
to (i.e., has a chord in common with) exactly one face with a number grater than f [8]. We will
denote by (rf , tf ) a chord separating face f �= FB from the unique face f ′ adjacent to f with
f ′ > f . To be consistent with the numbering of the vertices, we assume tf < rf , and for any
edge (u, v) in face f , we suppose that v < u (see Figure 3). With respect to face f , we denote by
V (f) and E(f) the set of vertices and the set of edges in f , respectively. Finally, we define the set
V (rf , tf ) as the set of vertices v in V (B) with number tf ≤ v ≤ rf . With respect to a given TH ,
for a chord (u, v) belonging to face f of a block B �= H, we denote by Π(u, v) the unique path in
B connecting u to v that passes through all the vertices in V (u, v). For example, in Figure 3 we
have Π(8, 5) = {(5, 6)(6, 7)(7, 8)}.

Property 3 Given a block B in G, consider the clockwise numbering of the vertices of B intro-
duced above. For any pair of vertices s and t in B, a path from s to t that minimizes the distsum
never passes through a chord (u, v) with s ≤ v ≤ t and s ≤ u ≤ t.
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Figure 3: Notation in an outerplanar graph.

3 The preprocessing phase

In order to provide an algorithm for the MPP in G, we need a preprocessing phase in which, for
any given block H of G we visit the tree TH bottom up, level-by-level, and compute some quan-
tities associated both to its edges and its vertices. Nevertheless, unlike the preprocessing usually
implemented for median path location problems on trees (see for example [4, 10]), here the partic-
ular structure of each vertex of TH (i.e., a block of G) requires a separated procedure to compute
the necessary quantities. We first focus on this point, before giving the detailed description of the
whole preprocessing.

Given a vertex of TH , which corresponds to a block B, and its source cut vertex cB , we need
to compute the following quantities:

ScB
, the sum of the weighted distances to cB from all the vertices of G belonging to the blocks

in TB ;

WcB
, the sum of the weights of the vertices of G belonging to the blocks in TB .

In order to compute ScB
and WcB

, we visit the faces of B from f = 1 to f = FB − 1. For a given
face f we compute the following quantities:

Wtf
, the sum of the weights of the vertices of V (TB)\[V (B)\V (rf , tf )] that are closer to tf than

to rf ; such vertices are said to be assigned to tf in f .

Wrf
, the sum of the weights of the vertices of V (TB)\[V (B)\V (rf , tf )] that are closer to rf

than to tf ; such vertices are said to be assigned to rf in f .
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When in f for a vertex v we have d(v, rf ) = d(v, tf ), this vertex cannot be definitively assigned
to only one between rf and tf . We refer to such vertices as unassigned in f , and denote by Wrf tf

the sum of their weights.

Similarly, we compute Srf
(Stf

) as the sum of the weighted distances to rf (tf ) from all the
vertices assigned in f to rf (tf ), while the sum of the weighted distances from all the unassigned
vertices v in f - computed either with respect to d(v, rf ) or d(v, tf ) - is denoted by Srf tf

.

For a given TH , the blocks are analyzed following a bottom up visit of TH . The quantities asso-
ciated to rf and tf are computed during a clockwise visit of the outercycle of each block B, that
corresponds to the visit of the faces of B from f = 1 to f = FB − 1 (see Figure 3). Then, in FB ,
we compute the quantities associated to cB .

Notice that in our algorithm we need only the quantities associated to the cut vertices of G
and to pairs of vertices in V that correspond to chords of G. Nevertheless, we compute the same
quantities for all the vertices u ∈ V and all the edges (u, v) ∈ E. At the beginning we set Wu = wu

and Su = 0, for all u ∈ V and Wuv = Suv = 0, for all (u, v) ∈ E.

In our preprocessing, in each face f we need to compute an additional quantity associated to
the chord (rf , tf ), which is denoted by Sav(rf , tf ). This quantity is necessary when, during the
algorithm, we visit the unique face f ′ that is adjacent to f with f ′ > f . Sav(rf , tf ) is the saving
in the distsum that can be obtained in a path from H to u ∈ V (f) containing both rf and tf ,
when the subpath Π(rf , tf ) is included instead of the chord (rf , tf ). Also for these quantities we
compute Sav(u, v) for all (u, v) ∈ E. If (u, v) is not a chord, we have no saving at all. Thus, at
the beginning we set Sav(u, v) = 0, for all (u, v) in G and, during the preprocessing, we update
only the quantities corresponding to the chords of G.
For a block B in TH , the following procedure is repeatedly applied to each face from f = 1 to
f = FB − 1 in order to compute Wtf

, Wrf
, Wrf tf

, Stf
, Srf

, Srf tf
, Sav(rf , tf ).
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————————————————————————————————————

algorithm FACE(f)

input: A face f , with vertices rf , tf , weights Wu and Su ∀u in V (f),
weights Wuv and Suv ∀(u, v) in E(f).
output: Updated values for Wtf

, Wrf
, Wrf tf

, Stf
, Srf

, Srf tf
, Sav(rf , tf ).

begin
v = tf
Let (u, v) be the unique edge in E(f) such that v < u
while u < rf

Consider the quantities Wu, Su, Wuv and Suv

if (d(u, tf ) < d(u, rf ))
Wtf

= Wtf
+ Wu + Wuv

Stf
= Stf

+ (Su + Wud(u, tf )) + (Suv + Wuvd(v, tf ))
else if (d(u, tf ) = d(u, rf ))

Wtf
= Wtf

+ Wuv

Wrf tf
= Wrf tf

+ Wu

Stf
= Stf

+ (Suv + Wuvd(v, tf ))
Srf tf

= Srf tf
+ (Su + Wud(u, tf ))

else [d(u, tf ) > d(u, rf )]
if (d(u, rf ) = d(v, tf ))

Wrf
= Wrf

+ Wu

Wrf tf
= Wrf tf

+ Wuv

Srf
= Srf

+ (Su + Wud(u, rf ))
Srf tf

= Srf tf
+ (Suv + Wuvd(u, rf ))

else
Wrf

= Wrf
+ Wu + Wuv

Srf
= Srf

+ (Su + Wud(u, rf )) + (Suv + Wuvd(u, rf ))
end if

end if
v = u
Let (u, v) be the unique edge in E(f) such that v < u

end while
u = rf

Wrf
= Wrf

+ Wuv

Srf
= Srf

+ Suv

Sav(rf , tf ) =
∑

i∈V (f) Wi min{d(i, rf ), d(i, tf )}+
+

∑
(i,j)∈E(f)[Wij min{d(i, rf ), d(j, tf )}] +

∑
(i,j)∈E(f) Sav(i, j)

end

—————————————————————————————————————

To compute WB and SB in f = FB we apply the following formulas:

WcB
= WcB

+
∑

u∈V (f)|u�=cB
Wu;

ScB
= ScB

+
∑

u∈V (f)(Su + Wud(u, cB)) +
∑

(u,v)∈E(f)(Suv + Wuv min{d(u, cB), d(v, cB)}).

The pseudo-code for the whole preprocessing on TH is reported below.
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—————————————————————————————————————

algorithm PREPROCESSING(TH)

input: A weighted outerplanar graph G and its representation tree rooted at block H, TH .
output: Updated values for Wu, Su, for all u in V ; Wuv, Suv, and Sav(u, v), for all (u, v) in E.

begin
Visit TH bottom up level-by-level.
for each block B �= H

Starting from cB , number clockwise the vertices of B in an increasing order
Number the faces of B from 1 to FB such that cB ∈ FB and each face f is
adjacent to exactly one f ′ > f
for f = 1, . . . , FB − 1

FACE(f)
end for
f = FB

WcB
= WcB

+
∑

u∈V (f)|u�=cB
Wu

ScB
= ScB

+
∑

u∈V (f)(Su + Wud(u, cB)) +
∑

(u,v)∈E(f)(Suv + Wuv min{d(u, cB), d(v, cB)})
end for

end

—————————————————————————————————————

The following proposition states the correctness of the above procedure.

Proposition 1 For a given TH and B in TH , let f ′ be a face and f < f ′ be adjacent to f ′ in B.
Consider a vertex v ∈ V (rf , tf ), v �= rf , tf , then one of the following holds (see Figure 4):

1. v is assigned to rf (tf ) in f . In this case, if rf (tf ) is assigned in f ′ to some vertex (r′f or
t′f ), then v is assigned to the same vertex as rf (tf ) in f ′. Otherwise, if rf (tf ) is unassigned
in f ′, v is unassigned in f ′ as well;

2. v is unassigned in f . In this case, in f ′, v is assigned either to rf ′ , or to tf ′ , according
to d(rf , rf ′) < d(tf , tf ′), or d(rf , rf ′) > d(tf , tf ′), respectively. If d(rf , rf ′) = d(tf , tf ′) v
remains unassigned also in f ′.

Proof. To prove the first point, we notice that any path from v to rf ′ , not containing rf , must
contain tf . Since rf and tf are adjacent, we have |d(tf , rf ′) − d(rf , rf ′)| ≤ 1. In addition, by
hypothesis, v is assigned to rf and, thus, d(v, tf ) = d(v, rf ) + 1. By the Bellman optimality
principle, there exists a shortest path from v to rf ′ containing rf such that

d(v, rf ′) = d(v, rf ) + d(rf , rf ′).

Similarly, there exists a shortest path from v to tf ′ containing rf such that

d(v, tf ′) = d(v, rf ) + d(rf , tf ′).

Hence, v is assigned to rf ′ , or to tf ′ or it is unassigned if d(rf , rf ′) < d(rf , tf ′), or d(rf , rf ′) >
d(rf , tf ′) or d(rf , rf ′) = d(rf , tf ′), respectively.
The same proof holds when v is assigned to tf in f .

We now prove point 2. By the Bellman optimality principle we have:

d(v, rf ′) = min{d(v, rf ) + d(rf , rf ′), d(v, tf ) + d(tf , rf ′)}
d(v, tf ′) = min{d(v, rf ) + d(rf , tf ′), d(v, tf ) + d(tf , tf ′)}. (1)
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that, under the hypothesis that v is unassigned in f , reduces to:

d(v, rf ′) = min{d(rf , rf ′), d(tf , rf ′)}
d(v, tf ′) = min{d(rf , tf ′), d(tf , tf ′)}. (2)

since d(v, rf ) = d(v, tf ). Considering that rf and tf are adjacent, we also have

d(tf , rf ′) = d(rf , tf ′) = min{d(rf , rf ′), d(tf , tf ′)} + 1, (3)

It is easy to check that if d(rf , rf ′) < d(tf , tf ′), v is assigned to rf ′ ; if d(rf , rf ′) > d(tf , tf ′) v is
assigned to tf ′ , while, if d(rf , rf ′) = d(tf , tf ′), v remains unassigned in face f ′. �

Proposition 2 The preprocessing phase applied to TH runs in O(n) time.

Proof. When visiting a face f , it is possible to update in constant time the distances d(u, tf )
and d(u, rf ) of each vertex u ∈ V (f). Actually, let Lf = |V (f)|, so that Lf − 1 is the length of
the path from tf to rf in face f that does not pass through the chord (rf , tf ). The procedure
FACE(f) starts from tf , and visits f vertex by vertex. For each vertex u ∈ V (f) it updates in
constant time the length of the two paths connecting u to rf and to tf , respectively, and not
containing the chord (rf , tf ). Denote this two lengths by δ(u, rf ) and δ(u, tf ), respectively. For
any pair of adjacent vertices u and v in f , u, v �= rf , tf , v < u, we have δ(u, tf ) = δ(v, tf ) + 1 and
δ(u, rf ) = Lf − 1 − δ(u, tf ). In the preprocessing each face f is visited once, and, on the basis of
Proposition 1, all the necessary quantities in f are correctly computed in time O(|V (f)|). Notice
that for any given block B, the computation of ScB

and WcB
is done in constant time. Hence, for

a given representation tree TH , the overall time complexity of the preprocessing phase is O(n). �
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Figure 4: Examples of assigned and unassigned vertices. a) Vertex v is assigned to rf in f and rf

is assigned to r′f in f ′; thus, v is assigned to r′f in f ′, too. b) Vertex v is unassigned in f , but in
f ′ it is assigned to t′f .

4 The algorithm

The algorithm for finding a median path in an outerplanar graph G, roots the representation tree
at each block H, and, for each vertex u /∈ V (H), finds the distsum of a best path from H to u.
The algorithm first performs the preprocessing phase, then it computes the distsum DH of any
hamiltonian path of H by the following formula:
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DH =
∑

u∈V (H)

Su +
∑

(u,v)∈E(H)

Suv (4)

The algorithm visits TH in a BFS order and in each visited block B computes the distsum
DH(u) of a best path from H to each vertex u of the block. If B is a bridge corresponding to the
edge (cB , u), the distsum of PH(u) is obtained by the following formula:

DH(u) = DH(cB) − Wu. (5)

If B is a biconnected block then, as in the preprocessing phase, the algorithm numbers the faces
of B from 1 to FB such that the source cB belongs to face FB . The visit of B starts from face FB

and proceeds face by face up to f = 1. In each face f the algorithm finds DH(u) for each vertex
u of f . Notice that, for any given u, in face f only the distsum the subpath of PH(u) contained
in face f must be computed. In order to evaluate the distsum of all possible such subpaths, the
algorithm evaluates clockwise and counterclockwise subpaths w.r.t. f . When f = FB the subpath
necessarily starts from the source cB and it can reach vertex u visiting f either clockwise or
counterclockwise. On the other hand, when f �= FB , it is necessary to distinguish four different
cases that correspond to clockwise and counterclockwise subpaths starting either from rf or from
tf .
Following the counterclockwise order, in each face f the algorithm assigns local labels 1, 2, . . . , nf ,
with nf = |V (f)|, to the vertices of f , so that, if f = FB , vertex cB has label 1 and, if f �= FB ,
vertex rf has label 1 and vertex tf has label nf . Let vf : {1, ..., nf} → V (f) be the function that
associates to each local label the corresponding vertex. For each vertex u ∈ V (f) we consider the
following two quantities that correspond to the minimum distsum for the different types of paths
from H to u. For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of this section, we suppose that the root block
H is fixed, so that in the notation we can drop the reference to it.

• DL(u) is the minimum distsum of a path from H to u ∈ V (f) that visits f in a counter-
clockwise order (counterclockwise path for short);

• DR(u) is the minimum distsum of a path from H to u ∈ V (f) that visits f in a clockwise
order (clockwise path for short).

In addition, if f �= FB , the quantities DL(u) and DR(u) are computed on the basis of the following
four quantities:

• DL
rf

(u) is the minimum distsum of a counterclockwise path from H to u containing rf but
not tf ;

• DL
rf ,tf

(u) is the minimum distsum of a counterclockwise path from H to u containing both
rf and tf ;

• DR
tf

(u) is the minimum distsum of a clockwise path from H to u containing tf but not rf ;

• DR
rf ,tf

(u) is the minimum distsum of a clockwise path from H to u containing both rf and
tf .

Then, w.r.t. vertex u ∈ V (f) we have:

D(u) = min{DL(u),DR(u)}. (6)
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and, in particular, when f �= FB , we have:

DL(u) = min{DL
rf

(u),DL
rf ,tf

(u)}
DR(u) = min{DR

tf
(u),DR

rf ,tf
(u)} (7)

W.r.t. the local labels of the vertices of a face, we introduce some cumulative weights that are useful
for the computation of the above distsum. For any f in the current block, the following formulas
compute cumulative weights visiting f in clockwise and counterclockwise order, respectively.

ŴR(nf ) = Wvf (nf )

ŴR(h, h + 1) = ŴR(h + 1) + Wvf (h),vf (h+1) h = nf − 1, . . . , 1
ŴR(h) = ŴR(h, h + 1) + Wvf (h) h = nf − 1, . . . , 1

(8)

and, similarly:

ŴL(1) = Wvf (1)

ŴL(h − 1, h) = ŴL(h − 1) + Wvf (h−1),vf (h) h = 2, . . . , nf

ŴL(h) = ŴL(h − 1, h) + Wvf (h) h = 2, . . . , nf

(9)

Suppose that f = FB and DL(vf (h − 1)) has been computed for some h ∈ {2, . . . , nf}. When
the counterclockwise path from H to vf (h − 1) is extended to vf (h), for some vertices of f their
distance to the path decreases, while for other vertices it remains the same. In particular, if
nf + h is even, the distance of the vertices having local label from h to nf +h

2 decreases by 1; on
the other hand, if nf + h is odd, the distance of the vertices having local label from h to �nf +h

2 �
decreases by 1. In addition, if (vf (h − 1), vf (h)) is a chord of G, then, by Property 2, the path
must contain Π(vf (h − 1), vf (h)) and, therefore, the distsum of the enlarged path decreases by
Sav(vf (h− 1), vf (h)). A similar argument holds when DR(vf (h + 1)) has been computed and the
clockwise path from H to vf (h + 1) is extended to vf (h). Hence, for f = FB , we obtain:

DL(vf (h)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

D(cB) if h = 2
−(ŴR(h) − ŴR(nf +h

2 ,
nf +h

2 + 1)) and nf + h is even
−Sav(vf (h − 1), vf (h))

D(cB) if h = 2
−(ŴR(h) − ŴR(	nf +h

2 
)) and nf + h is odd
−Sav(vf (h − 1), vf (h))

DL(vf (h − 1)) if h = 3, ..., nf

−(ŴR(h) − ŴR(nf +h
2 ,

nf +h
2 + 1)) and nf + h is even

−Sav(vf (h − 1), vf (h))

DL(vf (h − 1)) if h = 3, ..., nf

−(ŴR(h) − ŴR(	nf +h
2 
)) and nf + h is odd

−Sav(vf (h − 1), vf (h))

(10)
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DR(vf (h)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

D(cB) if h = nf

−(ŴL(h) − ŴL(h
2 , h

2 + 1)) and nf is even
−Sav(vf (h), vf (1))

D(cB) if h = nf

−(ŴL(h) − ŴL(	nf

2 
)) and nf is odd
−Sav(vf (h), vf (1))

DR(vf (h + 1)) if h = nf − 1, ..., 2
−(ŴL(h) − ŴL(h

2 , h
2 + 1)) and h is even

−Sav(vf (h + 1), vf (h))

DR(vf (h + 1)) if h = nf − 1, ..., 2
−(ŴL(h) − ŴL(	h

2 
)) and h is odd
−Sav(vf (h + 1), vf (h))

(11)

with D(cB) = ScB
.

When f �= FB , similar formulas can be provided for computing the distsum of a counterclockwise
path from H to vf (h) in f by updating the distsum of the previous counterclockwise path from
H to vf (h − 1) in f (the same holds for clockwise paths). However, in this case, four quantities
must be computed, that is, DL

rf
(u), DL

rf ,tf
(u), DR

tf
(u) and DR

rf ,tf
(u). These formulas are given in

the Appendix.

The following procedure to find a median path in an outerplanar graph is based on the previous
formulas.

12



——————————————————————————————————

algorithm MEDIANPATH

input: A weighted outerplanar graph G and its representation tree T .
output: The distsum D∗ of a median path P ∗ of G.

begin
D∗ = ∞
for each block and each leaf bridge H

Root T at H and let TH be the resulting rooted tree
PREPROCESSING(TH)
Compute the distsum DH of any hamiltonian path of H by formula (4)
if DH < D∗ then D∗ = DH

for each vertex u in H DH(u) = DH

Visit TH in BFS order
for each visited B �= H of TH do

Let cB be the source of B
if B is a bridge (cB , u) then

Compute DH(u) by formula (5)
else (B is a block)

Number the faces of B from 1 to FB such that cB ∈ FB and each face f is
adjacent to exactly one face f ′ > f

for f = FB , ..., 1
MEDIANPATHFACE(f)

end for
end for

end for
end

—————————————————————————————————————
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——————————————————————————————————

algorithm MEDIANPATHFACE(f)

input: A face f , weights Wu, ∀u ∈ V (f), Wuv and Sav(u, v), ∀(u, v) ∈ E(f).
output: ∀u ∈ V (f) the distsum DH(u) of a best path from H to u and the distsum
D∗ of the best current path starting from H.
begin

Let nf be the number of vertices of f
Starting from cB (if f = FB) or from rf (if f �= FB)
assign counterclockwise local labels 1, ..., nf to the vertices of f
for h = nf , ..., 1

Compute ŴR(h)
if h �= nf then compute ŴR(h, h + 1)

end for
for h ∈ 1, ..., nf

Compute ŴL(h)
if h �= 1 then compute ŴL(h − 1, h)

end for
if f = FB then

for all vf (h) in f such that vf (h) �= cB

Compute DL(vf (h)) and DR(vf (h))
D(vf (h)) = min{DL(vf (h)),DR(vf (h))}
if D(vf (h)) < D∗ then D∗ = D(vf (h))

end for
else (f �= FB)

for all vf (h) in f such that vf (h) �= rf , tf
Compute DL

rf
(vf (h)) and DL

rf ,tf
(vf (h))

Compute DR
tf

(vf (h)) and DR
rf ,tf

(vf (h))
DL(vf (h)) = min{DL

rf
(vf (h)),DL

rf ,tf
(vf (h))}

DR(vf (h)) = min{DR
tf

(vf (h)),DR
rf ,tf

(vf (h))}
D(vf (h)) = min{DL(vf (h)),DR(vf (h))}
if D(vf (h)) < D∗ then D∗ = D(vf (h))

end for
end

—————————————————————————————————————

Proposition 3 Algorithm MEDIANPATH correctly finds the distsum of a median path on an
outerplanar graph G in O(n2) time.

Proof. On the basis of the properties listed in Section 2, an optimal path P ∗ in G that ends in
two blocks or bridges of G, say B1 and B2, contains all the vertices of B1 and B2. Taking into
account the structure of an outerplanar graph, and exploiting the possibility of representing it
through the representation tree T , our algorithm enumerates all the possible paths that can be
generated in G with such properties and, among them, selects the one with the minimum distsum.
For the time complexity result, we first observe that in our algorithm the representation tree is
rooted at each block or bridge, hence, since G can be decomposed into k blocks and bridges, the
graph is visited at most O(k) times. For each rooted representation tree the preprocessing phase
requires O(n) time (see Proposition 2). On the other hand, the algorithm computes the distsum
of any hamiltonian path of H in constant time, while the distsum DH(u) for all the u ∈ V (H) are
initialized in O(|V (H)|) time. In the rest of the procedure, for each visited block B, the analysis
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requires a time linear in the number of vertices of B. In fact, if B is a bridge it requires a constant
time. On the other hand, if B is a biconnected block, the procedure MEDIANPATHFACE(f)
is performed for each face f of B in O(nf ) time. This implies that the analysis of each block
requires O(|V (B)|) time. In conclusion, for each rooted representation tree TH , our algorithm
requires O(n) time. Hence, the overall time complexity of the algorithm is O(kn). Notice that,
since k = O(n), the time complexity of our algorithm could be O(n2). �

5 Conclusion

The algorithm proposed in this paper solves the Median Path Problem on an outerplanar graph
G in O(kn) time, where k is the number of blocks and bridges of G and n is the number of its
vertices. The problem is solved for the case in which nonnegative weights are associated to the
vertices of G, while equal weights are assigned to the edges. Notice that our algorithm cannot be
generalized in a straightforward way to the more general case in which arbitrary positive weights
are associated also to the edges. We shall leave the study of this problem to future work, but, in
the following, we provide a result that could help in the analysis of the computational complexity
of the problem, giving some intuition with it.

PROBLEM 1. Let G = (V,E) be an outerplanar graph; w : V → R
+ a weighting function that

assigns a weight wv to each v ∈ V ; � : E → R
+ a weighting function that assigns a weight �(e) to

each e ∈ E. Finally, let K > 0.
Find a path P in G such that the sum of the weighted distances to P from the vertices not in P
is exactly equal to K, that is, the distsum of P is K.

Proposition 4 PROBLEM 1. is NP-complete:

Proof. The proof is by reduction from the following problem that is shown to be NP-Complete
in [12].

PROBLEM 2. Two vectors of integers, (a1, a2, . . . , an) and (b1, b2, . . . , bn), are given such that

n∑
i=1

ai +
n∑

i=1

bi = T.

Find a subset of indices S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
∑

i∈S ai +
∑

i/∈S bi = T
2 .

We show that PROBLEM 2 can be reduced to PROBLEM 1.

Consider the weighted outerplanar graph G shown in Figure 5, where all the vertices with degree
equal to 2 have weight equal to 1, while the remaining vertices have a weight equal to a quantity
Q >> T . Except for the two vertices A and B, and the edges (A,A′) and (B′, B) (with weight
equal to 1) the graph consists of n copies of a cycle (with 4 vertices) that share pairwise a common
vertex with degree 4. We number these cycles from 1 to n: in cycle i we denote by Ai and Bi the
two vertices of degree 2 with weight equal to 1, respectively, and assign a weight equal to ai to
the two edges incident to Ai and a weight equal to bi to the two edges incident to Bi (see Figure 5).

Set K = T
2 and consider a solution of PROBLEM 2 and the corresponding subset S. Then, it is

always possible to build in G a path P from A to B with distsum equal to K by including in P
edges (A,A′), (B′, B) and the pair of edges incident to vertex Ai if i /∈ S, or the pair of edges
incident to vertex Bi if i ∈ S. In fact, for such P we have:
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∑
v/∈P

d(v, P ) =
∑
i/∈S

bi +
∑
i∈S

ai =
T

2
.

On the other hand, suppose that P is a path in G with distsum equal to K = T
2 . Let S be the

subset of indices of the vertices Ai in G that does not belong to P . Then we have:

T

2
=

∑
v/∈P

d(v, P ) =
∑
i/∈S

bi +
∑
i∈S

ai.

�

a

BB’A A’

A A A

BBB

1

1 2

2 n

n

11

a

b

a a

b bb b b

a a

1
1

1 1 2 2

22 n n

nn

Figure 5: The outerplanar graph used for the reduction from PROBLEM 2.

To conclude this section, we notice that the algorithm presented in this paper solves MPP on
general outerplanar graphs: the only assumption is that it is connected. We already noticed that
when the outerplanar graph G is biconnected, the solution of MPP is trivial, but this is not true
if we consider the case of finding a median path P between two fixed end vertices. Once a pair
of vertices s and t are fixed, one may be interested in finding a path in G that connects s and t
and minimizes the sum of the weighted distances from all the vertices of G to P . Our algorithm
can be applied to this problem directly, since in this case the graph G consists of a single block:
starting from s, we apply the same formulas provided in Section 4 and the optimal path from s
to t is computed in time linear in the number of vertices of the block.
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APPENDIX

DL
rf

(vf (h)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DL(rf ) if h = 1

DL
rf

(vf (h − 1)) if h = 2, ..., nf − 1
−(ŴR(h) − ŴR(nf +h

2 ,
nf +h

2 + 1)) and nf + h is even
−Sav(vf (h − 1), vf (h))

DL
rf

(vf (h − 1)) if h = 2, ..., nf − 1
−(ŴR(h) − ŴR(	nf +h

2 
)) and nf + h is odd
−Sav(vf (h − 1), vf (h))

(12)

DL
rf ,tf

(vf (h)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DR(rf ) + Sav(rf , tf ) if h = 1

DL
rf ,tf

(vf (h − 1)) if h = 2, ..., nf − 1
−(ŴR(h) − ŴR(nf +h

2 )) and nf + h is even
−Sav(vf (h − 1), vf (h))

DL
rf ,tf

(vf (h − 1)) if h = 2, ..., nf − 1
−(ŴR(h) − ŴR(�nf +h

2 �, 	nf +h
2 
)) and nf + h is odd

−Sav(vf (h − 1), vf (h))

(13)

DR
tf

(vf (h))

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DR(tf ) if h = nf

DR
tf

(vf (h + 1)) if h = nf − 1, . . . , 2
−(ŴL(h) − ŴL(h

2 )) and h is even
−Sav(vf (h), vf (h + 1))

DR
tf

(vf (h + 1) if h = nf − 1, . . . , 2
−(ŴL(h) − ŴL(�h

2 �, 	
h
2 
)) and h is odd

−Sav(vf (h), vf (h + 1))

(14)

DR
rf ,tf

(vf (h)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DL(tf ) + Sav(rf , tf ) if h = nf

DR
rf ,tf

(vf (h + 1)) if h = nf − 1, . . . , 2
−(ŴL(h) − ŴL(h

2 , h
2 + 1)) and h is even

−Sav(vf (h), vf (h + 1))

DR
rf ,tf

(vf (h + 1)) if h = nf − 1, . . . , 2
−(ŴL(h) − ŴL(	h

2 
)) and h is odd
−Sav(vf (h), vf (h + 1))

(15)
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